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About Mohamed Tohami
Mohamed Tohami "The Success Pharaoh" is the
Middle East's first self help guru and motivational
speaker.
He is the founder of Tohami.com, the #1 website
for creating everlasting success as ranked by
Google, Yahoo and all other major search engines.
Tohami is the author of "The Life Purpose
Discovery System: Your Ultimate Guide to a
Meaningful Life". He is also the creator of "The
Success Avalanche: 70 Exclusive Interviews with Ultra Successful
Entrepreneurs".
He is recognized by SelfGrowth.com, the #1 ranked website for Self
Improvement on Google and Yahoo, as one of the world's top
success experts.
Tohami has been featured as the Middle East's first self-help guru in
Arabian Man magazine (the Gulf's leading Men's magazine, read
only by the eyes of the Gulf's most successful - or soon to be
successful – men).
He has recorded over 90 interviews with the world's leading success
and business experts including Anne Bruce, Dan Lok, Debbie Allen,
Gary Blair, Dr. Joe Rubino, Joe Sugarman, John Gordon, Frank
McKinney, Mark Sanborn, Michel Gerber, Mike Litman, Peggy
McColl, Simon T. Bailey, Terri Levine, Eva Gregory and many more.
Tohami's mission is to help millions of people worldwide to
transform their lives from making a living to making a
difference.
To find out more about Tohami and his other products, visit these
websites:
http://www.Tohami.com
http://www.LifePurposeDiscoverySystem.com
http://www.Success-Avalanche.com
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Introduction

Hello from Egypt, the Land of Pharaohs! This is Mohamed
Tohami.
Our culture is steeped in history. Everywhere you travel, you are
reminded of the great legacies left behind by our pharaoh
forefathers.
Abundant legacies of success surround us. The Great Pyramids, the
Sphinx, and grand temples built by wealthy, successful pharaohs
are a daily reminder of what each of our lives can be. Not just in
Egypt, but anywhere in the world.
This culture has inspired me since my childhood and has guided me
to my mission in life – to uncover the success wisdom of the ages
and to share it with others so that they may awaken their inner
giants and transform their lives from making a living to making a
difference.
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And I want to help you explore the many possibilities that lay in
front of you.
Possibilities for greatness. Possibilities for success.
Through my personal experience, my research, and the interviews
I’ve conducted with close to one hundred successful people, I have
discovered that there is a single emotion responsible for ALL
great success stories in the history of mankind.
The world moves very fast these days, and the hectic pace of life
forces most people to fight for shelter and security, trapping them
into just “making a living” and “fighting for survival.” And once
people are trapped, they start saying they’re “sick and tired of being
sick and tired.”
The constant stress of modern life has overshadowed the
importance of this one emotion, and its loss has taken more lives
than all the wars in the history of the world – but the biggest
tragedy is that its loss took the lives of people who are still
breathing. Yes, the loss of that one emotion left people like
zombies. They may be alive physiologically, but their hearts and
their passion for life were lost long ago.
And the world has become more violent since the loss of this
emotion. People are disconnected from one another, focused
exclusively on their own lives and on how to SURVIVE.
The focus of everyday life has shifted from SERVICE to SURVIVAL.
The path of mankind is congested with people who enter and exit
the world without so much as leaving a smudge on the pages of
history, whereas others manage to create everlasting success and,
through their legacies, live on in the hearts and minds of those who
come after them.
Those shining stars excelled because they embraced the lost
emotion and incorporated it into every single moment of their lives.
The day I discovered that lost emotion inside of me, and started
pumping it into every area of my life, everything changed for me
and I experienced a complete life makeover.
Only once I breathed it in, could the transformation begin.
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When I was seventeen years old, I started searching for what I
really wanted to do with my life.
I didn’t want to live an ordinary life. I didn’t want to go to college,
get a boring dead-end job, get married, and keep working…at that
boring dead-end job… just to pay the bills and barely support my
family.
NO! I wanted more out of life!
Don’t get me wrong – there’s nothing wrong with going to college,
getting a good job, and getting married. But I wanted to give my
family everything they deserved, all the wonderful things life has to
offer – AND I wanted to be fulfilled while I was doing it!
I wanted to live my dream, enjoy what I was doing with my life,
and make enough money to LIVE…not to get by, but to really LIVE!
Most importantly, my friend, I wanted to find a way to serve others
and make a difference!
So I started reading all the books about success and personal
development that I could get my hands on. And I attended as many
courses and seminars as I possibly could.
I believed so much in the power of human potential, and in what a
person can achieve if he has a dream and a clear purpose in life.
One day, after six years of searching, I discovered the giant inside
of me! At last, I had found the meaning of my life. And in the
process, I found a way to contribute to other people’s lives.
From that moment, I started doing things I would never have been
able to do before!
I’ll tell you about a few of those achievements later on – but first let
me tell you the number one reason for my transformation…
My life transformation began when I slowly started to venture out of
the cocoon of the ordinary and began to explore the realm of the
extraordinary. It began when I reclaimed the joy of waking up every
morning, full of energy and exhilaration.
It began with the birth of THE LOST EMOTION, the most
powerful transformational life force of all ages. Want to know
what it is? Just keep reading.
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This Decision Is Guaranteed to
Change Your Life Forever!
One day I made a decision that was so powerful, it changed my life
forever.
You're guaranteed to experience a complete life makeover if you
make the same decision.
Here is the story...
One night I was sitting around thinking of how I was living my life. I
had always been amazed by the great achievements and high levels
of success reached by top successful people, and I was wondering
why successful people are so rare and why most people tend to live
mediocre lives.
I kept thinking along those lines, until I suddenly shifted my
thinking 180 degrees. Instead of thinking why this and why that, I
made a firm decision – the decision that I consider the spark for ALL
greatness on earth.
And that decision was...
"I won't settle for a good life – only a spectacular one."
Wow...Wow...Wow
Powerful...Powerful...Powerful
Most of us just hope to live a good life – to have a nice family, to
raise good kids, to have a decent job.
But greatness and the creation of everlasting success begin when
you aspire to live a spectacular life.
A life that makes an impact and leaves a legacy. A life that gets you
out of the cocoon of the ordinary and into the realm of the
extraordinary. A life that ensures you are remembered after you
pass away.
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We are born to succeed and make a difference. We have a mission
to accomplish from the moment we enter into life. That mission is to
make the world a better place to live in. That mission is to make a
difference that will positively impact thousands, even millions of
people. That mission is to serve and cultivate value that will benefit
the generations to come.
Don't ever settle for good life – only a spectacular one.
Make the decision today, and I guarantee that if you are committed
to it, you will experience a complete life makeover.
Live SPECTACULARLY starting TODAY!
And please take care as you’ll soon hear the following…
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Education vs. Passion –
Which Should Win?
“Are you crazy?!”
“Do you want to throw five years of engineering education in the
wastebasket just to follow what you call your ‘passion’?”
“Forget about it. You’ll never make it.”
“You trained as an engineer and that is what you should do for the
rest of your life.”
“Don't waste five years of education, my dear.”
Can you relate to these declarations? These bits of “wisdom” that
other people call “advice”?
That was the first challenge I faced when I started following my
passion and living my true purpose in life. This is what I heard from
my parents, my friends, and my family. Sure, they were all just
trying to give me their honest advice, but they didn’t realize that
there is only one path to success – and that is the path of passion!
The biggest challenge for me was figuring out how to start from
scratch in a field that I knew nothing about. Could I do it just
because I loved it? Would that work? Was it possible?
Did I really waste five years of education? Should I continue on that
path just because I already spent five years of my life following it?
Let me tell you this bluntly, based on my experience and the point
I’ve reached now, after five years of following my passion BOLDLY:
Fact #1: You can neglect five years of education – it’s better than
neglecting the rest of your life. Five years shouldn't determine or
destroy the entire course of your life.
Fact #2: You only excel at what you love to do. Education won't
make you excellent.
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Fact #3: Education won't provide you satisfaction. Satisfaction only
comes from your heart, by following your passion.
Fact #4: Your past should never control your future. As Stephen
Covey says: “Live out of your imagination, not your history.”
Fact #5: All great people achieved massive success because they
followed their passion and their spiritual impulse.
Fact #6: Your true purpose in life is where your maximum passion
lies. You can only embrace your life and get the most out of it if you
follow your unique purpose. Otherwise, you just live a half-hearted,
meaningless life.
Fact #7: I have never achieved greater levels of success and
satisfaction than I did when I simply followed my passion. And I did
it faster than I would have if I had taken any other path. In just five
years, I became an internationally recognized success guru! And
yes, I started without any previous knowledge or education.
Passion performs miracles, my friend.
Don't let anything or anyone override your passion.
Passion gives you a beautiful sense of freedom, satisfaction, and
meaning.
To achieve massive success, you just need a passion that is much
more powerful than all your fears and all that the naysayers tell
you.
Unleash your passion, and feel the power of an enlightened life.
When you have to choose between Education and Passion, don’t
hesitate for a moment. If you want to live your ideal life, then there
is only one answer. And the answer is LIVE WITH PASSION.
The path to success is the path paved with passion. Now, you might
ask: “What about the problems that I might face along the way?!”
And the answer is: “They DON’T matter!!!”
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